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When the homeowner opened their
door they notice the grout colour
was washed out!

She wanted it corrected immediately

The homeowners are pleased to have the
grout colour corrected, the grout sealed and
instructions on how to maintain their floor.

The New Home Grout Sealing Program
If you install ceramic
or porcelain tile why not
include our colour
sealing program?
Ceramic tile is a flooring choice of
many and along with tile we have grout
and grout issues. We regularly see
clients that are unhappy with their tile
within a few months of installation and
are confused about how to properly
maintain it. Because grout is porous, it
readily absorbs dirt and spills spoiling
the beauty of a professional
installation. Even regular mopping
quickly leaves the grout color uneven
and dirty.

Just sealing grout isn’t enough
protection for the most homeowners.
Most sealers on the market today,
even the expensive ones, only provide
stain resistance. Stain resistance only
allows a short time to pick up a spill
before it becomes a permanent stain.
A new level of protection can be
achieved using our specialized
process to colour seal the grout.
Our technologically advanced grout
sealing formula significantly reduces
the maintenance required to preserve
the beauty of your professional tile
work.
Spills and dirt are easily
removed, the grout has colour
uniformity, the floor maintains its
appearance and the homeowner is
pleased with their tile flooring
purchase.

The number one
question we get asked
“How come they
didn’t seal my floor?”

We have developed a program that
allows you to offer this superior level of
grout protection to your customers at
or below market prices.
You can
easily add to your bottom line with
absolutely no additional overhead or
hassle. Our program provides you with
happier customers, fewer callbacks
and more profit in your pocket on every
tile floor install.
Call for more information about the
New Home Grout Sealing Program.

780-417-9080
www.mycleangrout.com

Enviro Clean Grout & Stone Care Inc.
“Spills happen, stains won’t”

Worry free grout and stone care!

